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Gevrey Hypoellipticity for Grushin Operators
By

Tadato MATSUZAWA*

Introduction
Toward 1966-1967, M. S. Baouendi, [1], has considered the boundary value
problem and hypoellipticity on essentially the operators P — Dl + y2kDx, k=l, 2,
-". Shortly later, V. V. Grushin introduced in the papers [8] and [10] a wide
class of degenerate elliptic operators including the above operator P with three
conditions for them to be hypoelliptic. After then there have been investigated
the problem of analytic and non-analytic hypoellipticity of the Grushin
operators, (cf. [19], [2], [9], [27], [28], [30], [31], [11]).
The aim of this paper is to give a nearly complete answer to this problem
by expanding the idea developed in [10] to utilize the operator-valued pseudodifferential operators. Such a method might be called a kind of separation of
variables in x and y. The Gevrey index of each Grushin operator may be
determined depending on the quasihomogeneity condition of the symbol, (cf.
Condition 1.1, Condition 6.1 and Condition 7.1 and Theorem 1.2, Theorem 6.1
and Theorem 7.1 respectively). We treat the Grushin operators dividing into
three groups. The operators in the first group introduced in § 1 including the
above operator P are analytic hypoelliptic in the space of hyperfunctions % as
mentioned in Theorem 1.2. The operators in the second and the third group
are Gevrey hypoelliptic in the corresponding ultradistribution spaces ®{5K,
(0> 1) and treated similarly as those of the first group, (cf. Theorem 6.1 and
Theorem 7.1).
In § 2~§ 4, we prepare necessary steps to prove these three theorems. In
§ 2, it will be shown that any eigenfunction of Grushin operators of the form
(2.1) satisfying ellipticity condition (2.2) belongs to the jJ-space of
Gel'fand-Shilov, (in fact ^i/(d+^).

This fact (especially l=^+j^) plays an
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important role. In § 3, we shall derive precise estimates of the pseudoinverse
of a Grushin operator as a symbol of an operator-valued pseudodifferential
operator. The notion of pseudoinverse was first introduced in [8] . Actually
it is shown to be a symbol of (p, «5) -type. Therefore, we can apply the Gevrey
calculus developed so far for the ordinary pseudodifferential operators, (cf.
[12] , [20] , etc.) . We shall give some microlocal preparation for hyperfunctions and ultradistributions in § 4, where the heat kernel method will be
needed, (cf. [22], [24], [25]). In §5, the proof of Theorem 1.2 will be
completed by using these preparations. In § 6, we shall consider the operators
of the second group whose typical example is given by L==D%+ (x21 + y2k) D|,
(/, k — l, 2, • • • ) . Gevrey index for L is given by ff~ HI +/?/-*. (cf- Theorem 6.1).
In § 7, we shall investigate the third group which is represented by an example
M = E% + y*E%+Dl ( f c = l , 2, — ). Gevrey index for M is given by 6=1+ k.
Grushin operators in the above three groups are considered to be some freezing
operators at the origin of more general differential operators with analytic
coefficients. In § 8, we shall mention about natural extension of these
operators.
Finally we note that for the example M given above, Gevrey index 0=l + k
is optimal by the result of [11], where is constructed a function u—u (x, y, z)
satisfying the equation Mu — 0 in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0) €E U3 and strictly
belonging to Gevrey class ${1+fe}. Also we note that the operator of the form
D2y+y2kD2+y2lDi

k>l>0,

is essentially contained in the third class and it turns out to be Gevrey
hypoelliptic of index 6= (1 + fe) / (1 + /). The optimality of this index was
shown in the paper [31] .

Chapter 1. Analytic Hypoellipticity of a Class of GrasMn Operators
§ 1. The First Group of GrasMrt Operators
We write RN = Kk+n, N=k+n, N>2, whose point is denoted by (x, y) , x =
(xi, ••• , xk), y — (yi. ••• , yn). We first consider the operator with the
polynomial coefficients in y:

(1.1)

where m is a positive integer and ft is a rational number with tcm a positive
integer fixed. The symbol of the operator P is given by
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(1.2)
We suppose the following three conditions on P.
Condition 1.1.
(quasihomogeneity) The symbol of the operator
possesses the following property of quasihomogeneity:

P

(1.3)
Condition 1.2. (ellipticity)
(1.4)

The operator (1.1) is elliptic for y^O, i.e.

Pm(y,$.ri)=

Z a
|a+£|=m
Irhxlal

for
For all a)^Rk, |CD| = I, the equation

Condition 1.3. (nonzero eigenvalue)
(1.5)

P(y,cotD9)v(y)=Q

in Id

has no nonzero solution in & (Ry) , where
(1.6)

P(y, co, D,) =

i:

aaBryTa)aD$.

V. V. Grushin proved the following theorem in the paper [8] :
Theorem 1.1.
Under the conditions 1.1 and 1.2, the operator P in (1.1) is
hypoelliptic if and only If the condition (1.3) holds.
Example 1.1. (cf. [8])

The operator

(1.7)
is hypoelliptic for <fmfjL=£Q,

while for real ft and k>l

it is hypoelliptic if and

only if |^| is less than the first eigen value of the operator |t/| 2 ~~ A^ in Lz (RJ) .
We can see that exp[— \y |2/2] is an eigenfunction of this operator with
eigenvalues. Hence (1.7) is not hypoelliptic for $ni[j.~Q and \fjL\ >n.
We shall prove the following theorem in § 5 after preparing some auxiliary
results in § 2, § 3 and § 4.
Theorem 1.2.

Let P be the operator given above. Consider the equation
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(1.8)

Pu=

aa0ryrDSDlu(x,y}=f(x,y)

Z

in 0,

where u (x, y) e« (Q) and /Or, y) e^ (Q) . T/i*n % Or, y) ^^ (Q) .
Remark. We denote by S(0) the space of hyperfunetions in 0 whose
definition will be given in § 4.
§ 20 & -spaces of Gel'fand-Shilov

the

We fix the parameter a), \a)\ = l, in (1.6) and we rewrite it as
(2.1)

A(y,Dy) =

E
\r\<x(m-\0\)

Then the ellipticity condition 1.2 turns into
(2,2}

Am(y,r]) =

E

a^yV^O,

(y, 17) efi»x#jj\ (0, 0).

We remark that if A (y, D) satisfies the condition (2,2} then the transposed
operator 1A (y, D) also satisfies the same condition (2.2). A typical example
of such an operator is given by (d/dy)2—y2k for which m = 2 and K=k.
Let H(m,x) (Rn} denote the domain of A (y, D) considered as an unbounded
operator in L2 (Mn} , equipped with the norm
(2.3)

IUL,.-

2

\\y*D*u\\L2(Rn} .

We have the topological inclusion
(2 . 4)

ff(

where //wz denotes the usual Sobolev space of order m.
Theorem 2010 (cf. [8]) There exists a positive constant C such that for all
(2.5)

\\u\\(mM<C{\\Au\\ + \\u\\}.

where \\ ° \\ denotes the Lz norm. We call (2 . 5) the Grushin inequality.
Now we recall the definition of the space s&sr(Rn} following the expression
of [4],
2 0 lo The space ^BA(Rn} (r, s > 0 ; A, B>0) consists of all
infinitely differentiable functions 0 (y) satisfying the inequalities
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(2.6)
where the constant C0 depends on the function (p. This is a Banach space with
the norm

<2-7'

«"

The space j^r(U M ) is defined by the inductive limit

4.B

2.1. We have the inclusion *3J(JRW) d^(J? w ) ( r , 5 >0) by (2.6),
where s& (U ) is the space of rapidly decreasing functions of L. Schwartz.
w

Remark 2.2. The norm (2.6) can be replaced by the L2 norm.
Remark 2.3. (cf. [6], Vol. 2, Chapter IV) The space s&sr(R")
trivial if one of the following conditions is satisfied:

is not

l, r>0, 5>0;
(n) r=0, 5>0;
(m) r> 1,5 = 0.
Otherwise it degenerates to the single function (J)(y)

=0.

Theorem 2.2. (cf. [6], Vol. 2, Chapter IV) // 0 < s < l , f/im ev^ry 0(y) e
j^r(^? n ) 15 continued into the entire z — y+ir} space Cn and the following estimate
is satisfied:
(2.8)

|0(j/+tr?)|<Ce X p[-a|y| 1/ '-+&|r?l 1/(1 - s) ],

y+irjeC",

where the positive constants a and b are taken corresponding to the cmstants A and
B in (2.6). The converse also holds.
As an example, the Gaussian function exp[— y2] is a member of ^Si/i by
(2.8) with r=5 = 1/2.
The first assertion in the following theorem has been proved by Grushin in
[8] and [10]. Another method of its proof using Grushin inequality will be
indicated in the proof of the second assertion of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let A (y, D) be the operator (2.1) satisfying the condition
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(2.2).

Then we have the three assertions:

( i ) // u ^L2 CRW) and Au<^d (En} , tfien M e
(n) Ifu^L2(Mn) and Au^^AKH then
/n particular, if A (y, D)u — 0, t/i^n w fravg the following inequality
(2.9)

||ya^M||^CoCla+/?la!1/a+*^!x/(1+JI)||u||f

(a,

t£^£T£ £/i<? constants Co and Ci depend only on M — max |a«^ | , C w (2.5) and ^
dimension n. The inequality (2.9) is equivalent to the following inequality (2.10)
wi£/t different constants Co, Ci and a:
(2.10)

|D
eigenspaces of A are finite dimensional and included in the space

o/ (iO. We may suppose u<^£(Rn) and An e Jf/^
We shall prove that there exist constants Co and Ci such that
(2.11)

||yaD^(y)||<C0C^%!1/(1+K)j8!7C/(1+?£),

(ISW) by d).

(a, 0) eEZ^xzt.

Suppose that there exists a number ;>m sufficiently large and a couple of the
constants Co and Ci such that the following estimate
(2 . 12)

|| y aDBu\\ < Coaa+/?l [|a| + /c|$] !1/Q+*>

holds for all a. and $ with |a| + A:|$| ^KJ, where [x] denotes the integral part of
the number x. Now take a and J3 with c/<|a| + c|j8l</c (/ + !)• Then we can
write

and we have

We have

<\\ya'D*'ya'D*'u
First we shall deal with the last member in the right-hand side.
induction assumption
(2.13)

\\yaf[ya\ L

We have by
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<2mn • sup |a"|(|a1-l)-(|a/1• sup {|a"|(|a"|-l

Next by the Grushin inequality (2.5)

As for the last member in the right-hand side of the above inequality we have
the estimate

We have
Z

y DAuM

are [y*D!, ya"Ds"]u\\

max

max

where M=max|a aj s . We may suppose the first term in the right-hand side is
estimated by

We can treat the second term in the right-hand side of the above inequality as
in (2.13) and it is evaluated by
max
\r\+K\5\<Km

The last term in the right-hand side is estimated similarly. Thus we have
obtained the estimate of the form
(2 . 14)

\\yaD*it\\ < {2mn
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If we take the constant Ci larger than (2mn + l+C(l + 2M2Km+Zn)}, then we have
(2.12) in case/+l. It is easy to obtain the estimate of the form (2.11) from
the estimate (2.12).
The estimate (2.9) is derived by the same method as above by using the
Grushin inequality (2.5) with An = 0.
We shall derive shortly the inequality (2.10) from the estimate (2.9). The
estimate (2.9) can be modified as

Hence for y^Rn, |a|^|y|1+*<|a|+l, (|a|=0, 1, — ), we have

which is estimated by the quantity of the kind CoC^8!K/(1+l£)||tt|| • exp [~a|y|1
with some positive constant a by applying the Stirling formula.

Let P(y,DxDy)

=

S

aae7yrD£D$ be the operator given in (1.1)

satisfying the conditions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. For each l~G=][$t\Qi we consider

P(y, £ Dy] =

Theorem 30L

Z

(Grushin inequality)

There is a positive constant C such

that

(3.1)
Z

||( e|^-> + |e||yh)-'%^||<C||P(y, f, D)u\\, UGHM, |f|>l.

\r\<K(m-\B\)

Proof. The estimate (3.1) can be derived only by using the transformation
y—y'\^\l/(l+K} in the estimate (2.5) and by the condition 1.3.
We denote by P(U} (y, £ D) = d$P (y, £, D) as usual Then we can derive
the following estimates from (3.1):
Theorem 3020 There is a constant C such that
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llP^Cy, ?,D)u||

Grushin, [7], has shown that the index of the operator P ( y , ?, Dy) is equal
to zero when n>l under the conditions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. When n — 1, the
index of the operator P(y, ?, D) is not necessarily equal to zero, depending on
the topological characteristics of the symbol P(y, ?, 77). We remark that
transpose *P(y, ?, D) also satisfies the conditions 1.1 and 1.2.
Theorem 3,3. (0 In the case n > l , there is an inverse G (?)
, ?, D) such that

(3.3)

G(f)P(j/, £ £ > ) = / in #<*.„(/#),

(3.4)

P(y, ?,D)G(?)=/ in L 2 (/Z?).

(ii) In tfie case n = 1, let H (?) &£ £/i£ orthogonal projection mi the kernel of
P(yt ?, D) in L 2 (fl?). T/iw t^rg is a pseudoinverse G (?)

l

(3.5)

G ( 5 ) P ( j / f 5 f I > ) = / in

H(m,K)(Ry),

(3.6)

Pd/ f ?,D)G (£)=/- H(?)

in L 2 (/

Theorem 3S40 Le^ G(f) 6^ ^ inverse of P ( y , ?, D) w/wn n>l or let G(?)
foe pseudoinverse when n = l. Then there are constants Co and Ci

(3.7)

llG^^I
) denotes the operator norm on !£ (Lz (Rn) , H(m,x) (Rn) ) .

Proof,

(i) The case n > l . By using the relations (3.3) and (3.4) we

have
(3.8)

G (a) (?) = -

S

from where we obtain immediately the estimates of the kind (3.7) by induction
procedure.
( i i ) The case n = l. Let II be the orthogonal projection on the null space
of 'P(y, o>, D), (f e/Z*, o> = ?/|?|) in L2(Ry). Then the distribution kernel of
I! is given in the form:
r

n(t/, t) = H u j ( y ) u j ( t ) ,

j=i

where the Uj satisfy (2.9) and (2.10). By the quasihomogeneity, we can see
the distribution kernel of II(?) of null space of fP(y, ?, D) is given by
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|?|1/(1+x) Zuj (If |1/(1+x)y ) M; (If !1/a+x)t) .
y=i

(3 . 9)

We can show that there are another couple of constants C0 and Ci such that
(3.10)

i|n (a) (?)i| (0 )<CoCfa!|fK

a=0il,2i-1

|?|>1.

This is equivalent to the estimation of the following type for u —Uj.
(3.11)

||3f«(|

It can be obtained by a careful application of the following formula for the
derivatives in £ of a composition of two functions u(t) and t=- |?|1/(1+*}t/ under
the assumption (2.9).
Lemma 3.1.
(The formula of Fad di Bruno, cf. [17]) Let I be an open
interval in R and suppose that /^C°° (/). Assume that f takes real values in an
open interval ] and g^C°°(j}. Then the derivatives of h = g(f(t)) are given by

where k = ki~\-k2-i
2k2-\
\~nkn=n.

\~kn and the sum is taken over all ki, k2, ••• kn for which k\ +

To apply the formula of Faa di Bruno we need the following combinatorial
lemma which follows from a particular application of the above formula.
Lemma 3«2a (cf. [17])

For each positive integer n and positive real number

R,
—

V

f>k —

holds, where k = ki+kz~\ ----- ^~kn and the sum is taken over all k\, kz, °°\ kn for which
ki 4~ 2k 2 H ----- H nkn — n .
Now by using the relations
following formula
(3.12)

G < a l (?) = -

2

(3.5) and

(3.6), we can legitimate the

"

This yields the estimates of the kind (3.7) by applying the estimates (3.2) and
(3.10). Q.E.D.
We remark that the estimate (3.7) means G (f ) is a symbol of an operator-
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valued parametrix of P (t/, Dx, Dy) as an operator-valued analytic pseudodifferential operator, which we shall recall in § 5.

§ 4. The Heat Kernel Method and the Wave Front Sets
We begin this section with remembering the definition of ultradistributions and hyperfunctions.
Definition 4.1. Let Q be an open subset of Rn and <p^C°°(Q). Then we
say that (p is in 8is} (Q) with s>l if for any compact subset K of Q there are
positive constants C0 and Ci such that
sup \Da(p(x)\<CoC[alals,

(4.1)

a^Z'l

We denote by ® {s} (Q) the subspace of ${s} (Q) which consists of functions with
compact support in Q. The topology of such spaces is defined as follows:
(0 We say a sequence { f 3 ( x ) } ^ 8 { s } (Q) converges to zero in 8{s} (Q), s>
1, if for any compact subset K of 0 there is a constant C such that
\D fj
sup j —|^

f n o\
(4.2)

\X)

\

tg —

»0r*

as j

* oo.

a

(i) We say a sequence {/, (x)} d ®{5} (Q) converges to zero if there is a
compact set K of Q such that supp/jctf, / = !, 2, • • - , and//—^0 in <f{5} (Q) as

y—>o°.

We denote by ®{s}/ (Q) and 8{s}' (Q) the strong dual spaces of ®{5} (Q) and
<?{s} (Q) respectively. Let u ^f§{s}' (Rn) with the support contained in a compact
set K, (s>l). Then for any h>0 there is a constant C>0 satisfying
(4.3)

|

Definition 4.20 A linear form u on the space A — A (Cn) of entire
analytic functions in Cn is called an analytic functional supported by a compact
set K of Rn if for every complex neighborhood co of K there exists a positive
constant Co> such that

(4.4)
The space of such analytic functionals is denoted by A '[/if].
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We set A' (En) = \JA' [K] and the support of u^A' (Rn) is the smallest set
K

KdMn such thatu^A'[K], (cf. Remark 4.2).
Now we define the space of hyperfunctions:
4B30 (cf. [22], [24]) Let Qy, / = 1, 2, •-, be bounded open
subsets of Rn with U Q;- = Rn.

We say u e $ GR n ) if w = WjLi, M,- e A' [Q J ,

;=1

Uj=uk in Q; n Q£, for all j and fe.
Next we recall the n-dimensional heat kernel, (n>l):
E C r f t ) = (47rt)-|

(4.5)

We note that E ( ° , i) may be considered as an entire function of the order 2 in
C w f o r every t>0.
.1. (cf. [22], [24]) (0
00

+1

+1

U(x, t) e C («? ) , flj
conditions:
(4.6)

Let u^S'(Rn).

Then there exists

w

= ( (x, t) ; x e |g , 0 <f < 00} . satisfying the following

(9/9t-A)C/(r,f)=0

in

fi? +1 ;

For any compact set K C U^ f^rg ms^ positive integer N = N (K) and a positive
constant C such that
(4.7)

xsK

and U(x, t)-+u as £-*0+ in the sense that for every
(4.8)

u((p)=lim fu(xt

t)(p(x)dx.

Conversely, let U(x, t) e C°° (M++1) satisfy the conditions (4.6) and (4.7).
there exists a unique u ^ ®' (Rn) satisfying (4.8).
(u) Let u e ® {s}' (En) ,s>l.
Then there exists U (x, t) e= C°° (1S?+1) satisfying
the heat equation (4.6), and for any compact set K C JJM and /or any £>0
exists a constant

(4.9)

sup |

[/(x, t)-*w in the sense that for every cp^&s} (Rn) the relation (4.8) holds.
Conversely, let U(x, t) e C°° (R++1) satisfy the conditions (4.6) and (4.9).
t/ier^ extste a unique u^&sy (Rn] satisfying (4.8) for every
dii) L^^ w e ^ ( l ? K ) .

Tto?n ^w

(p^&s}(Mn}.

mste L/(x, t) ^C°°(m+1} satisfying the
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heat equation (4.6), and for any compact KC-R" and for any £>0 there exists a
constant Cs,jr>0 such that
(4.10)

sup|C7Cr,OI^C«exp[eA] f />0 f

and U(x, t)—*u as £—*0+ in the sense that U(x, t) ~Uj(x, l)=*Q as t~+Q+ in Q;, j
= 1, 2, — , where u= W, Rn= Uf =1 Q y and
(4.11)

Uj(x,t)=fE(x-y,t}uj(y)dy,

/ = !, 2, -.

Conversely, let U(x, t) satisfy the heat equation, (4.6) and the estimate
(4 . 10) . Then there exists unique u^S (Rn) satisfying (4.11).
(iv) Let u GA' [K] with a compact set K^Rn and set
(4.12)

U(x, t) =uy(E(x~y, t ) ) ,

Or, t)

Then U(x, t) satisfies the heat equation (4.6) in R++1 and U( • , t) ^A for each
t >0. Furthermore for every £ >0 we have
(4.13)

in

U(x, t)—*u as t —^0+ in the following sense:
(4.14)

u((p}=li

where X ^C? (Rn) and % = 1 in a neighborhood of K.
Conversely, every C°°-function U(x, t) satisfying the heat equation (4.6) and
the condition (4.13) can be expressed in the form (4.12) with unique
Remark 4.1.

We have the inclusion

9' (Rn) c:®<5}' OR") e$ (Rn) ,

(s > 1) ; r (U

Remark 4.2. Let u ^ fSCffT 1 ). Then suppw is the complement of the
largest open set 0McJ?« such that U(x, f)=*0 as f-» 0+ in 0«. (cf. (4.13)).
Now we remember the definition of the wave front sets.
Definition 4.4. (cf. [22], [24]). LetuGA'(R*) and (x0, ?
0. Then we say (0 (TO, fo) ^ WF^(w) if and only if there is a conic
neighborhood F of (x0, £o) and there are positive constants C and c satisfying
the inequality

(4,15)

k(exp[-i<j/, S>-|e|(j8-t/)2/2])|<a-c|fl, 08,
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(") (TO, ?o) ^ WF{S)(w) (1 <s <oo) if anci oniy if there is a conic
neighborhood F of (TO, £o) and there are positive constants C and c such that
(4.16)

k(exp[-i<t/, f>-|$|(j8-

(m) (x0, £o) $ WF (w) if and only if there is a conic neighborhood F of (TO,
?o) and there are positive constants CN, N—Q, 1, 2, •••, such that
(4.17)

k(exp[-t<y.£HdG8-y)V2])|£C*|£r*,

Q3.£)er.

The following local expression formula of hyperfunctions plays an essential
role in the microlocal calculus, (cf . [22] , [33] ) :
Let uGA'[K]. Then for any x^Rn and 5>0 we have
(4.18)
u(x} = (2n)-n ff

u,(exp[i<r-y, $> ~ ^-y) 2

where w§ (x) ^SS(Mn) and w§(x) is analytic in (x; \x~ x0|<5}. The first term
in the right hand side of (4.18) is also in $t(Rn), which is the initial value of a
solution R(x, t) of the heat equation satisfying the estimate of the kind (4.10)
and given by
-n ff

«,(exp[t<r-y,e>-G8-^^^

§ 5o Analytic Hypoellipticity ®fP(y, Dx, Dy] in the
Hyper-fiinctlojis, Proof of Theorem 1.2.

of

Assume that P ( y , Dx, Dy) be the operator given in § 1. Let Q be a
bounded open set in Jfeiw containing the origin and let us consider a partial
differential equation
(5.1)

P(y,DXtD9)ub,y)=fb,y)

in Q,

where we assume w ^ S ( Q ) a n d / ^ ^ ( 0 ) which denotes the set of all real
analytic functions on Q.
According to the ellipticity of P for y =£0, u (x, y) must be real analytic in
0\{(x, 0); x^Mk}, and the operator P is partially elliptic with respect to y
everywhere, so that there is no analytic wave front set of u in the direction (0,
0; £ )?), M > d f for any fixed c>0, (cf. [22], [24]). Therefore, in order to
prove the analyticity of u in a neighborhood of the origin, it will be sufficient to
prove that there is no analytic wave front set of u in the direction (0, 0; f, 0),
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We shall use the local expression formula (4.18) with respect to any
solution M ^ ® ( Q ) to the equation (5.1) for a sufficiently small <5>0 with N=k

(5.2)

u(x, y) = (2n}-N

JJ

ii

=iTCr, y)

We write the integrand of u(x, y) in (5.2) as F(x, y, Pi, /82, £, )?). Since there
is no analytic wave front set of u in the ^-direction in a neighborhood of the
origin, we have by (4.15)
(5.3)

|F(x, y , & , & , ^T])\<Ce-c^

|Al+l&l^2<5,

MM?I,

where (x, y) ^Mk+n and f ' > 0 can be taken arbitrarily.
On the other hand, we can see that (4.4) yields the estimate
(5.4)

i F C r . y . j S i . f t , ^ r])\<C^l+lril\

(£ 17) e=/8"f e>0.

Now let us consider the function u(x, t\ y} for
(5.5)

u(x.f;i/)

Then we have M(X, /; y) eC°°OR fr x (0<f<oo) x/J») satisfying
(5.6)

— A X M ( T . f; y) =0

in J?*

Furthermore, by (5.3) and (5.4), we can easily show that for arbitrary
intervals I8=\jc^If: x \ < d} , (<5> 0) , and Iu = {y e 1SW; |y | </^} , (//> 0) , we
have the estimate of the form
(5.7)

\\ii(x,t'y)\\Hmuu)^CE,l5es/\

x^/ 5 v

0<£<oo.

By the heat kernel method, (cf. Theorem 4.1.), we see that (5.6) and (5.7)
yield the unique initial value u(x, 0; y) =u(x, y) ^58 Us: Hm(lu)) which denotes
the set of Hm(lM) -valued hyperfunctions of x^h for any fixed 5>0. By the
formula (5.2) we have n(x, y) =u(x, y) +WQ (x, y), so that we have
(5.8)

u(x,y)^^(Id:Hm(l,)),

I8= (x; \x\<5}. I,= {

Now we can apply the results obtained in the papers [21] , [22] and [24]
on the basis of the investigation in § 3. We can contruct an operator valued
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parametrix G (Dx) of

as an analytic pseudodifferential operator and symbolically we have
u(r, y) =G(D)Q(D)K=G(D)/(r, y) - (27r)
which means w (x, y) is a vector (L2(/^) -) valued analytic function in x in a
neighborhood of x = Q^Mk under the condition that/Or, y) is a real analytic
function (cf. (3.7)). Then we can easily see (by using (5.2) for example) that
u (x, y) is a real analytic function in all the variables (x, y) in a neighborhood
of (0,0) ^Rk+n. Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 1.2.

Chapter 20 Gewey Hypoelliptkity
§ 60 The Second Group of the GrusMit Operators
As in § 1, we write (x, y) ^MN = Rk+n. Furthermore, we divide x into
two parts such as x = (x', x") if necessary. Let m be a positive integer and K
and a be positive rational numbers with Km and Km/ a are positive integers.
We consider an operator
(6.1)

Lb',y,Dx.D,) =

E

aafsvrxrv

a,
The symbol of the operator L is given by
(6.2)

L(x', y, %,T})=

a, yez*+, A
We suppose the following three conditions on L corresponding to those on P
given in § 1.
lition Solo (quasihomogeneity) The symbol of the operator L
possesses the following property of quasihomogeneity:
(6.3)

LU-V, r x y, Al+«£, ft

Condition 6020 (ellipticity)

The operator (6.1) is elliptic for |x'|+|j/| = l.
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Condition 6.3. (nonzero eigenvalue)
(6.4)

L Or', y , o>, A,) t; (y) =

791

For all a)^Rk, |o)| = l, the equation
aa&V7xvyra}aDlv (y) =0 in fijf

E

has no nonzero solution in &$ (Ry) .
Moreover we assume l + /ir>(7.

Then we have the following

Theorem 6.1. Let Q be an open neighborhood of (0, 0) ^I^+n and consider
the equation
(6.5)

L(x, y, Dx, Dy}u(x, y] =/(x, y)
_.

in Q,
Thenive have u^S{6} (Q) .

Remark 6.1. We remember <?w (Q) the set of Gevrey functions of the
index 0 defined on Q and ®{*}' (Q) the set of ultradistributions on Q with index
6>1 as was mentioned in § 4.
Example 66L

The operators
a

' *

satisfy all the above conditions with tc = k, a=k/l and x— x from which we
have 0=l(l+k)/{l(l + k) ~k}. When / = fe=lt we have (9^2 which is known
the optimal index in this case by the result of G. Metivier, [27] . We note
that there is no ^''-variable in these cases. If we consider the operators

L

rt2

+

ft2

+

rt2

'=-h+
^ y*)-hdx -h>
dy
dz
2

2

2

l k=l 2

> < ' -'

then we have x'=x, x"—z and a, K are taken the same as above.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 can be obtained by the similar process as to
prove Theorem 1.2 given in §3, §4 and §5. We need to prepare some
corresponding steps. First by the conditions 6.1 and 6.2, we can see that L is
partially elliptic in the y -direction. Therefore, it will be sufficient to prove
Gevrey hypoellipticity for L of the index {6} in the x-direction.
For each £^JR fe \0, we consider
L(x\ y, £ D9) =

Z
o\v\+\r\<x(m-\B\)

aaB»rx'V%aDl^£(H(m,K) (fl?) . L2 (fl? ) ) .
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Theorem 6.2. (cf. [10] and Theorem 3.1)
such that

There is a positive constant C

E

(6.6)

C||L(x,y, ZDjui
We denote L%] (x, y, £ D) = d^L Or', y, £ D) t & X ez*+, as usual.
we can derive the following estimates from (6.6):
Theorem 6,3, (cf. [10])

Then

There are constants Co and Ci swcfc

|L$ Or', y, fc D)M||<CoCrV^!lfl" N+5Ml IU (r'. y, ff D

(6.7)

Proqf. The estimates with respect to 9fL = L ( ^ } are obvious, so we shall
consider the estimates with respect to 9JL. (d£L) u may be considered as a
linear sum of terms

Then comparing the quasihomogeneous order of xv~^yr^a with that of the right
hand side of (6.7), we easily obtain the estimates of type (6.7).
Theorem 6 0 4 0 (cf. Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4) (i)
inverse G Or', ?) e^ (L2 (^ , H(m,K) (Rn) ) of L such that

(6.8)
(6.9)

G tr', f)L Or', y, £ D) =7
L(x', y, ?, D)G(x', ?) =7

(n)

There is an

in /W> (

m

L2(RJ

T/i^?f^ arg constants Co and Ci

(6.10)

The proof of the above theorem can be completed easily by using (6.7) and
the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let n — \ and H Or', £) be the orthogonal projection on the null
space of 1L Or', y, f, D^) in L2 (fiyj . T/iew II Or', £) —0, i.e. null space of *L (x , y,
£ D) in L 2 (I2 W ) is reduced to (0).
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Sketch of the proof of Lemma 6.1.

We remember that II (x', f) is given by a Dunford integral:

where F is a circumference of sufficiently small radius z\ — e depending on x',
(cf. [5] ) , from where we can see that II Or', f) is analytic in x and £. On the
other hand, concerning with *L, we have the inequality of the kind (6.6)
replacing the right-hand side with

c.y, .

.

u

.

u

Now let it (x', y) ^j$ (x', 1,2 OR?)) be a solution of the equation
f

(6.12)

L(x', y, <D,Dju(x\ y) =0,

|o>| = l.

Then by iterating the above inequality, we have the estimates of the following
type:
\\\x'\Ju(x\y)\\L2(Ry}<CJ\\u(x',

(6.13)

y)L w ,

j = l. 2. -

This yields that u (xr, y) = 0 since it (x', y) is analytic in x'^J? fe '. Hence we
have II (x', a)) — 0 and by the quasihomogeneity we have II (x', £) —0.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 6.1.

The proof will be carried out by the similar method as in the proof of
Theorem 1.2 given in §5. We suppose that u a n d / ^ g w ( Q ) and/eg<* } in a
neighborhood of (0, 0) ^0, 6— i+k-ff. We can use the local expression formula
(5.2). Then by the inequality (4.16) with s = 6, the estimate (5.3) is replaced
by
(6.14)

|F(x,

y,^^.

We note that the estimate (5.4) is replaced by
(6.15)

|F(x, y, ft, ft, ?, ^)|^C^- £(lfr+|75|1 '\

(?, 7?) e/J",

£>0

which is obtained by (4.3).
Let iTOr, t; y) be the same as in (5.5). Then u satisfies the heat equation
(5.6) and by using (6.14) and (6.15), we have the estimate of the form
(6.16)

|w(r i t;i/)H l l l ( / .,^C e . / .exp[(e/f) 1 / ( 2 ^ 1 ) ] f

x<=/,, 0<^<oo

By Theorem 4.1, (6.16) means that i7(x, 0; y) =u(x, y) e®<* ] ' (fa Hm(l»)) for
any fixed 5>0. By the formula (5.2), we have u(x, y} =u(x, y) +ws(x, y) so
that we have
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ub.y)eS){»'(l,:Hm (/,)).

(6J7)

Now we can apply directly the results In the paper [20] to obtain the
Gevrey hypoellipticity in the x-direction by constructing an operator valued left
parametrix of L starting with G (r'f Dx) and finally we get the fact u (r, y) ^-8{e}
in a neighborhood of (0, 0) ^Mk+n. We can take 6= iit-<7= i-g/a+fe) according
to the result of [20], (cf. (6.10)).
§ 7. The Third Group of the Grashm Operators
The third group looks similar to the first group in appearance, but the
condition of quasihomogeneity is different. We write (x, y) &Mk+n = MN and.x
= Or', x"). In this case there are always the variables x and x" so that N>3.
Let m be a positive integer and K be a rational number with Km a positive
integer. We consider the operator

(7.1)
We suppose the following three conditions on M.
7ol«, (quasihomogeneity) The symbol of the operator M
possesses the following property of quasihomogeneity;
MO*-1!/, ^1+T, ^f", ^)=^M(y t f f 17),

(7.2)

Condition 1.2. (ellipticity)

The operator M in (7.1) is elliptic for M = l.

Condition 7030 (nonzero eigenvalue)
(7.3)

M(y,a),D9)v(y)=

2

For all co^Mk, a)\ = l, the equation

aa07yra)aDByv (y) -0

in «*

\7\<x(m-\8\)
\a+P\<m

has no nonzero solution in s& (My) .
Theorem 7.1.
the equation

Let 0 be an open neighborhood of (0, 0) ^Rk+n and consider

(7.4)

M(y,Dx,Dy}u(x,y}=f(x,y)

in Q,

where u^$){9}' (Q) and f^§{8} (Q) with 6 = 1 + K. Then we have u^S(e] (Q) .
Example 7.1. The operators
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w~~ ~ 2o • y ~ 2o • ~ 2ot
9y
9x
9z

K — JL, ^,
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,

satisfy all the above three conditions with K=k and ;r'=x, x"=z. When fe = l,
we have 6=2
which is known the optimal index by the result of
Baouendi-Goulaouic, [2] and also we refer to [15], p.310. For general integer
k, it turns out that the index 0=1+ fe is also optimal by the result of [11] and
[31] as was mentioned in the introduction.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is obtained by the quite similar steps of those of
Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 6.1. We need only the following preparations.
Theorem 7820 (cf. [10] and Theorem 6.2) There is a positive constant C
such that
£

(7.5)

C\\M(y, ^D
We also denote by M((i) (y, £ D) = d?M(y, £ D), 0 e Z*+. Then we can
derive the following estimates from (7.5) by using the quasihomogeneity.
Theorem 7.3. (cf. Theorem 6.3)
(7.6)

There are constants C0 and Ci such that

HM^y, 5,/»

Theorem 7.48 (cf. Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 6.4) (0
ts an wvers^ G (f ) e^ (L2 (fiy) , //(w,K} (fij) ) o/ M
(7.7)

G(f)M(j/,f f D)=/

In case n> 1,

w

(7.8)

(n) /n cas^ n== 1, let H (£) 5^ t/i^ orthogonal projection on the null space of
M(y, f , D) in L2 (^) . T^n tfier* w a pseudoinverse G (?) e^? (L2 (U^) , H(m,K) (Ry] )
ofM(y, ?, D) swcfr
f

(7.9)
(7.10)

M(yff,5)G(e)=/-n(f)

in L 2 (U,).

(iii) 7n anv cas^ n^:l, there are constants Co and Ci such that
(7.11)

||G(
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Proof. Only the case n = l need to be verified. The null space of *M(y, f,
Dy) is finite dimensional, whose functions satisfy the estimate of the type (2.9).
For f = (f , ?") ^R\ we define the quasihomogeneous function

(7.12)

|f| x ={£2« + ... + £2,*+&^

Since Km is a positive integer by assumption, this is analytic outside of the
origin. Now for a)^Rk such that |a>|x = l take any function it (y) satisfying the
equation
t

M(yto)1D9)u(y)=0

in

R.

Then for f = U1+*o/, 2a)") we can easily verify that
'M(y, £D,,)ttUu)=0

in IS.

That is to say, we have
(7.13)

l

M(y, £0,)u(|£U/)=0 in IS.

Observing that the following type of the estimate

(7.14)

ISfdfDI^CoCPollSl 1 - 1 ^ 1 ^.

aeZ?;,

|?|>1,

holds (cf. [13] ) and by using again the formula of Faa di Bruno as in § 3, we
obtain the estimate of the type
(7 . 15)

\\dfu (|? Ky) |

from where we have the estimate of the form

(7.16)

||9fn(e)|

where II (£) denotes the projection operator on the null space of *M(y, ?, Dy) in
LzdSy). The remaining procedure is just the same as in § 3. Q.E.D.
Outline of the proof of Theorem 7.1.

By the above observation, we see that G (Dx) is a vector-valued parametrix
of M ( y , D x , Dy) with the pseudolocal property of the Gevrey index 6, 6~I+k,
(cf. (7.11) and [12], [20] ). Then symbolically we have the equation
u = G (Dx)M(y. D* Dy)u (x, y) =G (jDx)f(x, y) ,
where the right-hand side is in 8{e} in a neighborhood of the origin. Hence we
have u is in 8{6} in the o-direction in a neighborhood of the origin. Since u is
partially analytic in the y-direction, we may say u^$W] in the whole variables.
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Generalizations

§ 8* General Grashin Operators with Analytic Coefficients
The differential operators P, L and M in the above three groups are
considered to be freezing operators at the origin of more general Grushin
operators with analytic coefficients. For example, consider an operator
(8.1)

P(x,y,Dx,Dy) =

E

aaB7(x,y}y7DSDJ,

where m is a positive integer and K is rational number with tern a positive
integer fixed as in (1.1). aa&r(x' y) are supposed to be real analytic in an
open neighborhood Q of the origin. Furthermore, we suppose the freezing
operator
(8.2)

P 0 (y, Dx, Dy) -

£

a« 5r (0, Q)yrDSD$

\r\<K(m-\B\)
\a+p\<m

satisfies all the three conditions given in § 1. Then we have the same assertion
as in Theorem 1,2:
Theorem 8.1. Let P(x, y, Dx, Dy) be the operator given above. We consider
the equation
(8.3)

P(x,y,Dx.Dv)u(x,y)=f(xty)

where u(x, y ) ^ $ ( Q ) a n d f ( x , y ) e ^ ( Q ) .

in

0,

Then it (x, y) ^s$ (0) .

Sketch of the proof.
Almost the same procedure given at the end of § 5 works well. We
remember IQ— (x^Rk\ \x <d] and Iu= (y ^ Rn\ \y\<$, where d and fi are
arbitrary positive numbers. Then we may assume u (x, y) ^ $(/a: Hm(lu}} .
Now let Go(?) be the pseudoinverse of Po(y, ?, Dy) considered as in Theorem
3.3. For u^- 31tig-.Hm(lft)) we have the equation

Symbolically we can write
, y, $, Dy) =/~Go(Po-P) =I-K(x, ?)

in

Here K^£(Hm (//i), Hm(l^) whose operator norm is arbitrarily small if we take
5 and ^ small. Then there is an inverse
fl (r. £) = (7-ff Cr. £) ) -l e £ (ft, (/„) , H
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Thus we have R(X, f)P(x, y, £, D^ = /.
constants C0 and Ci such that

(8.4)

We can easily show that there are

suplUigU.^ILj^CoCl^'aljSllel-w a, jSezf, |^|>1
xeit

Starting from R (x, D) we can construct the left parametrix of P, (cf. [20] ) and
we have finally u(x, y) ^s$(l5, Hm(l^)} . From this fact we have u(x, y) <^s$(lg
x/^) since u is analytic in t/ -direction. Q.E.D.
Remark 8.1. We may add to the above operator P(X, y, Dx, Dy) the lower
order terms of the form
a(x,y)yrDSD$,

|a+j8|£w-l,

lrl<*6fH0|),

a(r, y) erf(Q).

Remark 8.2. For the operators L and M in the second and third groups
respectively, the similar discussion as above works well and we obtain the same
assertions of Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 7,1 for the corresponding general
differential operators with real analytic coefficients.
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